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a. Patterns in loanwords’ spatial distribution
i. more permeable areas
ii. more resistant areas





















“a word that at some point in the history of a language entered its lexicon 
as a result of borrowing (or transfer, or copying)” (M. Haspelmath, Lexical 











a) Atlas Lingüístico Galego (ALGa)
b) 2711 questions











a) content words, not function words;
b) basic or core vocabulary;
c) not words for novel concepts; 
d) not words with phonetic adaptation; 
f) words not found in Galician dictionaries; 
Localidade Corpo Meniña Pálpebra Canteiros Moa Enxiva
1 1 1 2 1 1 2
2 1 1 2 1 1 1
3 1 1 2 2 1 2
4 1 1 2 1 1 2
5 1 1 2 1 1 1
6 1 1 2 1 1 2
7 1 1 2 2 1 2
8 1 2 2 1 1 2
9 1 1 2 1 1 1
10 1 1 2 2 2 2
11 1 1 2 2 1 1
12 1 1 1 1 1 1
13 1 1 2 1 1 1
14 1 1 2 1 1 2
15 1 1 2 1 1 2
16 1 1 1 1 1 1
17 1 1 2 1 1 1
18 1 1 0 1 1 1
19 1 1 2 1 1 1
20 1 1 1 1 1 1
21 1 1 1 1 1 1











a. Phonological variations in the form of a lexeme
gal. morcego, moricego, mouricego, murucego, morcengo 'bat' 
sp. murciélago, murciégalo, murciégano
b. Different lexemes
gal. pedraza, pedrazo, pedras, sarabia, saraiba, escarabana 'hail‘

























Item Localities with Sp. Localities with Gal.
xeonllo 'knee' 157 10
pé 'foot' 2 165
cocote 'crown' 3 164
queixo 'chin' 6 161
andoriña ‘swalow’ 46 119
vergonza ‘shame’ 7 158




















































































i. More open to Spanish loanwords (Eastern, Lugo and 
Ourense)
ii. More resistant to Spanish loanwords (North-western, A 
Coruña)
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